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CONTINUOUSLY TRANSLATING VECTOR-VALUEDMEASURES
BY

U. B. TEWARI AND M. DUTTA
Abstract. Let G be a locally compact group and A an arbitrary Banach space.
LP(G, A) will denote the space of /^-integrable A -valued functions on G. M{G, A)
will denote the space of regular /I-valued Borel measures of bounded variation on
G. In this paper, we characterise the relatively compact subsets of LP(G, A). Using
this result, we prove that if ¡i e M(G, A), such that either x -» ¡ix or x -»,»1 is
continuous, then ¡i £E Ll(G, A).

1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group and let X be the left Haar
measure on G. Let A be an arbitrary Banach space. The space of A -valued regular
Borel measures of bounded variation on G will be denoted by M(G, A). The space
of A -valued /»-integrable (see §2 for proper definition) functions on G will be
denoted by LP(G, A)(\ < p < oo). For A = C, the complex field, these spaces will
be denoted by M(G) and LP(G) respectively. It is a well-known result that if
ju e M(G) and either of the functions x -^jt and x —*¡ix is continuous, then
H G Ll(G) (§19.27 of [2]). For the vector-valued case, similar arguments lead to the
result that under these conditions ju is absolutely continuous with respect to X
(Lemma 1 of §4). However, in the vector-valued case, a measure absolutely
continuous with respect to X need not be in L\G, A) (for example, see [6]). Hence
it is of interest to see whether under such conditions we can claim that ju e
Ll(G, A). In Theorem 4 of §4 we prove that if either x->xfi or x —»¡ix is
continuous then ¡i e L\G, A). In proving this result we use the results of §3 where
we characterise the relatively compact subsets of LP(G, A). For LP(G) this was

done by Weil in [7].

2. Definitions and preliminaries. An A -valued function F on G is called countably
valued if there exists a sequence of disjoint Borel sets {Ei}f_x such that F is
constant on each E¡ and is zero on G\ U ,°11Et. Let v be a nonnegative Borel
measure. F is called »»-measurable if there exists a sequence of countably valued
functions converging to F a.e. (v). F is called weakly measurable if <bQFis
measurable for every <be A*, the dual of A. It can be shown that F is p-measurable if and only if F is weakly measurable and there exists a set E c G with
v(E) = 0, such that F(G\E) is separable. F is called measurable if F is »>-measurable for any positive Borel measure v. Thus F is measurable if and only if F is
weakly measurable and has separable range. Two »»-measurable functions equal a.e.
(v) are called »--equivalent.
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For 1 < p < oo, LP(G, A) is the set of À-equivalence classes of A-measurable
functions such that if F is a representative of an equivalence class belonging to

Lp(G,A), then (/G ||F||" dX)l/p = WFIH,< oo. LP(G, A) with the norm ||| • \\\p
forms a Banach space. As usual, by a function in LP(G, A), we shall mean the
corresponding equivalence class. For any function F on G and any x G G, XF will
denote the left translate of F by x, defined by XF(y) = F(xy). Similarly we define
the right translate Fx by Fx(y) = F(yx). If F G LP(G, A) then both XF and Fx
belong to LP(G,A) for any x G G. Moreover, |||XF|||„ = \\\F\\\p and \\\Fx\\\p =
[A(jc_1)]1/'' IIIFHIp, where A is the modular function on G. It can also be proved
that the map x -^>XFof G into LP(G, A)'\% right uniformly continuous and that the
map x -+ Fx is continuous.
If F is X-measurable and fE \\F\\ dX < oo for some measurable set E, then we
can define an integral (Bochner) of F over E fE F(x) dX(x) as an element of A (see
[1] and [3]). Using this integral, we can define the convolution of g G Ll(G) and

F G Lp(G, A) by

g,E(x) = f g(xy)F(y-l)dX(y)
JG

= [ g(y)F(y~lx)
JG

dX(y)

for almost all x.g+F so defined belongs to Lp(G, A) and |||g * F\\\p < \\g\\L<\\\F\\\p.
Also if A-1/P'g G L\G) (p' = p/(p - 1), p' = oo if p = 1) and F G L"(G, A),
then we can define
F*g(x)=

(^y-i)g(y)F(xy-i)

JG

dX(y)

= [g(yx)Fiy-1)Aiy-l)dX(y)
JG

for almost all x. F * g G L'(G, ,4) and |||F * g\\\p < |||F|||, UA-'/'g^,.

If support

of g c Kx and support of F c K2 then support of g » f c ^^
and support of
F * g c Äjif,. The proofs of these facts are exactly similar to the case when A is
the complex field (see [2]).
Let 9> denote the family of Borel subsets of G. Let p be a countably additive
A -valued function on ©. V(¡¿) will denote the total variation of ju. V(p) is a
positive Borel measure on G. /x is said to be of bounded variation if V( ft) is finite, n
is called regular if V( n) is regular, fi is said to be absolutely continuous with respect
to X if V(n) is absolutely continuous with respect to X. M(G, A) will denote the
space of regular A -valued Borel measures of bounded variation on G. M(G, A) is a
Banach space under the norm || ¡i\\v = K(/x)(G). For ¡i G M(G, A) and x G G, xfi
will denote the left x-translate of ju, defined by xn(E) = fi(xF) for any E G ©.
We define the right x-translate by ¡ix(E) = A(x_1)/i(Fx) for any F G $. (A(x-1)
is introduced in the definition of ¡ix so that for ft G L1(G, A) the two definitions of
Hxcoincide.)
For n G M(G, A) and v G M(G) we can use the results of Chapter II of [4] to
define ¡i X v and v X p, the products of the measures ¡x and v. ¡i X v and »»X /j. are
y4-valued regular Borel measures on G X G, the Cartesian product of G with itself.
Using this and the results of Chapter IV of [4] we can define ju * v and v * ¡i, the
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of the measures ju and v. ¡i * v G M(G, A) and is given by /t * v(E) =

H X v(E2), where E2 = {(x,y) G G X G: xv G F}. Also v * ¡i G M(G, ^) and
»<* /i(F) = v X ix(E2). Since »-is scalar-valued,
get ju X v(E2) = /c </>£2(x)<//*(*)• Here ^(x)
(x, v) G F2} = x_1F. Thus we get,

/x*f(F)

we can use Theorem III. 1 of [4] to
= K(£j)x) and (e¿x = { v G G:

= f ».(x-1F)rfJu(x).

If jiiCiB), the range of the vector-valued
theorem we get /x X v(E2) = fG ^(y)

(1)

'G

measure ix, is separable then using the same
dv(y). Here t^( v) = /¿((¿^iX) and (¿^ =

{x G G: (x, v) G F2} = Fv~'. Thus we get,

/i.jW

f^Fv-O^Kv).

(2)

[p(Ey-

(3)

Similarly we get,

v*p(E)=

JG

l)dp(y).

Also, if jii(®) is separable then,
v*p(E)=

ffl(x~lE)dv(x).

(4)

JG

We note that the jn-integrability of the integrands in (1) and (3), and the »»-integrability of the integrands in (2) and (4) are part of the conclusions of Theorem III. 1

of [4]. These integrals are Bochner-type integrals and are discussed in §111.1 of [4]

and also in [1] and [3].
Remark. We can show that equation (2) is valid whenever the function v -»
[i(Ey~l) has separable range. This function is weakly measurable. Hence it is
measurable whenever it has separable range. Also,

f |||u(Fv-l)\\dV(V)(y)
<JV(ftKFv-') dViv)iy)
= Vip) * Viv)iE).

Hence, by §111.1 of [4], v-»|u(Fv-1) is »»-integrable and the right-hand side of
equation (2) is well defined. Let A * be the dual of A. Then for any <bG A *

<¡>(ffiiEy-1) dviy)) = ftoHiEy-1) driy) = i<p0p)* viE).
From the definitions it easily follows that <f>0(
ft * v) = (<f>0
¡i) * v. Hence,

«i>o(M
* v)iE) = (<í>orO*»•(£) = ¿(/i^Fv-1)

My))-

Since <¡>G A * is arbitrary, we see that equation (2) is valid. Similarly we can show
that equation (4) is valid whenever the function x —*ju(x_1F) has separable range.
We shall make use of these facts in the proof of Theorem 4.
From the definitions it follows easily that for any xG G, xip * v) =xp + v and
i ft * v)x = [i * vx. Also from Theorem
IV.2(b) of [4] we have Vifi * v) <

Viti'Viv).
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Any F G L\G, A) defines an element of Af(G, A) which we will denote by F
itself. This element is given by FiE) = fE F(x) í/A(x) for any F G %. This
correspondence gives an isometric imbedding of LiiG, A) in M(G, A).
3. Relatively compact subsets of LpiG, A). We now prove a theorem which
characterises the relatively compact subsets of LpiG, A) for 1 < p < oo.
Theorem 1. Subset 15 of LpiG, A) is relatively compact if and only if the following
conditions are satisfied.
(1) ?F is norm bounded, i.e., there exists a constant M > 0 such that for any

F<=$,

\\\F\\\p < M.

(2) Given e > 0, there exists a compact set K c G jmc/i that sup{/G\ic ||F||/' <A:
F G ^} < e.
(3) Given e > 0, i/We ex/sis a neighbourhood U of identity e in G such that
sup{|||BF-F|||,:
a G U, F G ^} < e.
(4) For eac/z measurable relatively compact subset E of G, the set {fE Fix) dXix):
F G <F} is relatively compact in A.
iNote that jE Fix) dXix) is defined even for p > 1, since by Holder's inequality,

/£||F(x)|| dXix) < |||F|yA(F)]'/'').
Proof. The necessity of (l)-(3) follows easily from total boundedness of W. For
(4) it is enough to note that the mapping F -» fE Fix) í/A(x) is continuous from

L"iG,A) into A.
For sufficiency, we shall construct a 5e-net in ÍF for any e > 0. Choose a
compact set K for e' as in (2) and a compact symmetric neighbourhood U for e as
in (3). Let x* De the characteristic function of A^.Choose a continuous nonnegative
function g on G supported in U with ¡G g dX = 1. For F G ^, let F* = xjc^ and
F** = g*F*. Then |||F-F*||I
= [/CN*||F||' ¿A]17' < e. Also,
||g * F(x)-F(x)||

f giy)Fiy-lx)dXiy)- JGf g(v)F(x)dXiy)

=
<

JG

fj\Fiy-lx)-Fix)\\giy)dXiy)

f\\iy->F-F)ix)\\Pgiy)dXiy)V
Note that JG gdX = 1. Thus,

ii//-

\g*F-F\

fJG dXix)f\\iy-lF-F)ix)\\Pgiy)dXiy)
JG

fjsiy) dXiy)^-^"
epfgiy)dXiy)

i/p

= e.

dX
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Therefore,

\\\E**-E\\\p<\\\g* F*-g * FM, + HIg * F-F\\\p
<\\g\\v\\\F*-F\\\p

+ e<2e.

Let IF** denote the family of functions F** for F G 'S. In view of the above
inequality, an e-net in 'S** will give a 5e-net in <&.
To obtain an e-net in <S~**,
we first prove that 'S** is an equicontinuous family of
functions. Suppose e, > 0. Let M0 = sup 6JC[A(v-1)]. Choose a neighbourhood V

of e in G such that ||ag-g||,. < ex/MM¿/p for all a G V. Then for any F** G 'S**,
a El V and x G G, we have
\\F**(ax)-F**(x)\\

=

fG[g(axy)-g(xy)]F*(y-i) dX(y)

i(\iaxg-xg)iy)\\\p*iy-1)\\dX(y)

\\axo

xb\\p

= Uag-g)\[

¡\F*(y-^dX(y)

v/p

i/p
f\\F*(y)\\pA(y-i)dX(y)

\/p
<\\ag-g\\p,M¿/p\f\\F*(y)\\pdX(y)

This proves equicontinuity of 'S"**. Now, we shall prove that for any x G G, the
set (F**(x): f 6 f} is relatively compact in A. We shall construct a 3e2-net in this
set for any e2 > 0. Consider the function g which is positive and continuous on G
and supported in U. Let M' = sup^e fy[A(v ~ ')]. Let A' = 2"_( a.Xç, where F,'s are
disjoint measurable relatively compact subsets of U, such that ||/T-gA|| - <

e2/MM¿/pM'. Let h = A'A"1. Then \\h-g\\p, = ||(A'-gA)A-1||p, < e2/MM¿/p. Now
for any x G G and F G 'S,

\\g * F*ix)-h.F*ix)\\ < 'g
f |(g-A)(xv)| H^iv-1)! dXiy)

fj\F*iy->)\\PdXiy)V/P

<\\Ág-h)

Up

}f\\F*(y)\\pA(y^)dX(y)
MM¿/P

M'/p

= e2\\\F*\\\p/M

l/P

f \\F*iy)\fdXiy)
JIT
< e2.
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In view of this inequality, any e2-net in the set (A,F*(x):
3e2-net in (F**(x): F G 'S}. Now,

h,F*ix)=

F El 'S) will give a

¿ «.(x^A-1) * F*ix)
/-i

= 2 «,f(x£;A-1)(^)F*(v-1)^(v)
/=1

JG

= ÍaA-\x)[x£lixy-1)F*iy)d\iy)
<=1

■'G

= 2«,A-'WÍ
/-i

Fiy)d\iy).

'fj-'xni

By (4), the sets {JE-'xn/c Eiy) dXiy): F G 'S) are relatively compact for 1 < /' < n,
and hence it follows that the set {/j„F*(x): F G 'S) is relatively compact in A.
Thus we can construct an e2-net in this set and from this we will get a 3e2-net in
{F**(x): F G W). This proves that (F**(x): F** G 'S**) is relatively compact in

A for any x G G.
We note that the family of functions 'S** is supported in the compact set UK.
Considering ÍF** as a family of continuous functions from UK into A, we see that
this family satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 7.17 of [5] (Ascoli's theorem). Hence
it is relatively compact in the topology of uniform convergence on UK, i.e. in the
supremum norm. Now an e[XiUK)]~l/p-net in this norm will give an e-net in 'S**
with the HI• |II, norm. As we have already proved, this gives a 5e-net in 'S. Since
e > 0 is arbitrary, we have proved that ?F is relatively compact. This completes the
proof.
For A = C, the complex field, condition (4) is redundant and we get Weil's
theorem [7]. This is true for finite dimensional spaces also. Condition (4) is
important whenever A is infinite dimensional. Indeed, whenever A is infinite
dimensional, the following is an example of a family 'S c LpiG, A) satisfying

(l)-(3) but not (4).
Take B c A such that B is bounded but not relatively compact. Take / G

LpiG),f¥^0.

Now define <5= {of: a E B).

Condition (3) is the left equicontinuity of the functions in 'S. A similar theorem
can be proved with left equicontinuity replaced by right equicontinuity.
Theorem 2. A subset 'S of LpiG, A) is relatively compact if and only if 'S satisfies
conditions (1), (2) and (4) of Theorem 1, and the following condition.
(3)' Given e > 0, there exists a neighbourhood U of identity e in G such that
sup{|||Fa-F|||,:
a E U,FE<S}<e.

The proof of Theorem

2 is similar to that of Theorem

1. One has to take

F** = F * g in place of F** = gtF* and /G A- 'g dX= 1 in place of fG g dX — 1.
Similar changes have to be made in the definition of h. We omit the details.
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If we demand both right and left equicontinuity then we can show that condition
(1) follows from the rest. In other words, we shall prove
Theorem

3. A subset 'S of LpiG, A) is relatively compact if and only if the

following conditions are satisfied.

(1) Given e > 0, there exists a compact set K c G such that sup{/GXJC ||F||P </A:

f£f}<e.
(2) Given e > 0, there exists a neighbourhood

U of identity e in G such that

sup{|||aF-F|||„,
\\\Fa-F\\\p: a E U, F E 'S) < e.
(3) For each measurable relatively compact subset E of G, the set [fE F(x) dX(x):
F E 'S) is relatively compact in A.

Proof. The necessity of the conditions is obvious. For sufficiency, in view of
Theorem 1, it is enough to prove that (l)-(3) imply that sup{|||F|||p: F E<S~}= M
< oo. For e = 1, choose a compact set K c G as in (1) and a compact neighbourhood U of e in G as in (2). Choose {x,}"., c Í such that {t/x,}"_, is a cover of K.
Let F G 'S and

*"(*)" TTTTvi
F(y)dKy)X(U)
xU

Then
(F' - F)(x)

= -iyr

[

(F(y) - F(x)) dX(y).

X(U ) Jxi]

Therefore,

||(F'-F)(x)|| < ^

Jj|F(v)-F(x)||

dX(y)

-H^fjin*yhm\\dHy)
Up

^

fj\F(xy)-F(x)f dX(y)

Hence,

¡JF'-Ff dX< x^^i/X(x)/j|F(xv)-F(x)|f

dX(y)

= ^U-)iudKy)S\\Fixy)-F(x)iPdX(x)

< i.
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Also, for any a E U and any x G G, we have

|F'(«x)-*"<*)|

-

mLFMdMrí-mlFMMM

wr)LFMäXM-mLrM''XM
'xU
!//>

u-)Ly-^PdX
X(U)
'xU
1
X(U)

i/p

= a (say).

Now {(l/X(U)) fxU <bdX:<i>G 'S} is relatively compact. Therefore

supj (l/X(U))f

: </>G
<t>dX

'S] < oo.

Let
N = max

sup

(\/X(U))f <¡>dX
:<t>E<S

Then ||F'(x,)|| < N for / - 1, 2, ..., n. Since í/x,'s cover AT,and ||F'(ax,.)-F'(x,)||
< a for ail a G C and 1 < i < «, we have ||F'(x)|| < W + a for ail x G Ä".

Therefore, fK\\F'\\p dX < (N + af X(K) = ßp (say). But }k\\F'-F\\p dX < 1.
Therefore, fK\\F\\p dX < (ß + iy. Thus /cHFH'' î/A < (ß + iy + 1 and we can
take M = [(ß + iy + l]i/p. This proves the theorem.

4. Continuously translating elements of M(G, A). We now prove that the elements
of Ll(G, A) are the only ones in M(G, A) which translate continuously. More
precisely we prove
Theorem 4. If n E M(G, A) is such that either x *xp or x —»fix is continuous,
then ¡i E L\G,A).
Before proving the theorem we prove a couple of lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let p E M(G, A). Then the following are equivalent.
(1) n is absolutely continuous with respect to X.
(2) For any measurable relatively compact set F c G, the function y —»[i(Ey) is
continuous.
(3) For any measurable relatively compact set E c G, the function y -» fi(yE) is
continuous.

Proof. Let fi G M(G, A) be absolutely continuous with respect to X and let F be
any measurable relatively compact subset of G. Let v0 G G and let e > 0 be given.

Choose Ô > 0 such that for any F e G, X(F) < Ô implies V(n)(F) < e. This is
possible since V(n) is absolutely continuous with respect to X. Now, Xe e El(G)
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since F is relatively compact. Hence v -* XEyis continuous and we can choose a
neighbourhood V of y0 such that for any v G V, \\XEy~XEy0\\
V < $• Therefore, for
any v G V,

X(Ey A Fv0) = A(Fv\Fv0) + X(Ey0\Ey)
= ||X£),-X£yo||L, <*•

Hence, for any v G V,

||/i(Fv)-/i(Fv0)||

= ||m(FvxFvo)-íi(Fv0\Fv)||

< V(p)(Ey\Ey0)

+ F(M)(Fv„\Fv)

= K(M)(FvAFv0)<e.

This shows that v-» ja(Fv) is continuous. This proves (1)=>(2). The proof of

(1) =>(3) is similar.
For the proof of (3) => (1), let ju.G M(G, A) such that (3) is satisfied. Let F be
any compact subset of G such that X(E) = 0. Then the function x -» || ¡i(x~xE)\\ is
continuous. Let v E M(G) be defined by dv = Xud\ where Xu is the characteristic
function of some relatively compact neighbourhood
U of e. Then v is absolutely
continuous with respect to A. Hence v * V(fi) is absolutely continuous with respect
to X. Therefore, we have

0= p* V(ii)(E)=

( V(ii)(x-lE)dv(x)

JG

= f V(n)(x-'E)dX(x)
■>u

> (\\fi(x-lE)\\dX(x).

Ju
Since x—» ||ju(x~'F)||
is a nonnegative continuous function, ||ju(x_1F)|| = 0 for
any x G Interior of U. Hence || ii(E)\\ = 0. In the same way || it(F)|| = 0 for any
measurable F c E. Hence V(¡i)(E) = 0. This shows that V(¡¡) is absolutely
continuous with respect to X. This proves (3) => (1). The proof of (2) =» (1) is similar
and the proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
Note. The proof of (3) => (1) is an adaptation of §19.27 of [2] to the vector-valued

case.
Lemma 2. Let ¡i E M(G, A) and let E be any measurable relatively compact subset
of G. Then the functions y -> n(Ey) and y -* fi( vF) vanish at infinity.

Proof. Let e > 0 be given. By regularity of ju there exists a compact set K c G
such that V(n)(Kc) < e where Kc is the complement of K. Let Kx = E~XK. Then
Kx is relatively compact and for v £ Kx, Ey c A"\ Thus for y G Kx, \\ n(Ey)\\ < e.
This shows that the function y —*fi(Ey) vanish at infinity. Similarly we can show
that the function v ~* (i(yE) also vanishes at infinity and our proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let ¡i E M(G, A) such that x -*xn is continuous. Then for
any measurable set F c G, x -^x¡i(E) = ij.(xF) is continuous. Hence by Lemmas 1
and 2 we can conclude that for any measurable relatively compact set F, the
funtions v —*/x(vF), y —*fi(y~lE), y —»ft(Fy) and y —»ju(Fy-1) are continuous

functions vanishing at infinity.
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We now take a fixed compact neighbourhood U0 of the identity e in G. Let fy be
the family of all neighbourhoods of e contained in U0 directed under inclusion.
Take any W E ty. Then X( W) < oo since W is contained in the compact set U0.
Let fw = (l/X(W))Xfy, where Xw IS the characteristic function of W. Then

fw G L\G) and \\fw\\0 = 1. Now Fw = ¡i * fw E M(G, A) and \\FW\\V< ||#»||„.
Let <S~
= {Fw: (Te^J.We
shall first prove that f c L'(G, ^). (See the remark
at the end of this paper.) For this, take any W E6^

and consider the A -valued

function F'w on G defined by F^v) = /G/^x"ív)
d¡i(x) = y.(yW-l)/X(W).
Since W, and hence FK~ ', is relatively compact, it follows from the first paragraph
of this proof that F'w is a continuous function vanishing at infinity. Hence F'w is
measurable. Also

\\Fwiy)\\ < JG
/ fwix-y)

dVitiix)

= Viv) * fwiy).

Since V(n) * fw E L\G) we see that F'w E L\G, A). Let <(>
be any element of A*,
the dual of A. Then for any F G %,

HFw(E))

= ^¡e

F{y(y) <A(y)j = j (<b0F^)(y) dXiy)

= ^ dXiy^fj^ix-'y)
JE

4t(x))

JG

= (*<)/*)*fwiE)

= •'g
f /^"'¿"M^O^X*)
= <í>(/G/^-'F)í/Ja(x))

= HFwiE))

(by (1) of §2).

Hence FwiE) = F^iE) for any F G %. Therefore Fw = F'w and thus Fw E
L\G, A). Since W is an arbitrary member of ''D we see that 'S c ¿'(G, A).
Now we shall prove that 'S as a subset of L\G, A) satisfies conditions (l)-(4) of
Theorem 1. Since for any W E <%, MF^M, = \\FW\\V< \\n\\v, we see that (1) is
satisfied with M = || /i||„. Next, let e > 0 be given. Choose a compact set AT,c G
such that F( /i)(AT1c)< e. Let K = AT,t/0. Then ATis compact and for any W E ty,

[

\\Fw(x)\\ dXix) = ViFw)iK<) < Vip) *fwiK°)
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Now for any x G Kc and for any v G W, xy x E Kx. Therefore for any v G W,

Kcy-X c K¡ and thus K(/i)(Ä>"')

/

< e. Hence

||F^(x)|| dXix) < -i-/

K(M)(^-')

dXiy)

XiW)Jw
Thus 5" satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 1.
Again for e > 0, we take a neighbourhood U of e in G, such that for any x G U,
\\xH-yi\\c < e. This is possible since x -^/x is continuous. Then for any W E <$>

and for any x G [/,

IL-fWvllli=IU(r*
*./V)-/*
*/w|L

=IU *v-m •/*§.-IKiM-/»)
•/»!. <IUMI.l/ir|f-<£Thus ?F satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 1.
Finally, let F be any measurable relatively compact subset of G. We shall show
that {FwiE): W G 6Q} is relatively compact in A. First we note that since F is

relatively compact, the function v -* jn(Fv~ ') is a continuous function vanishing at
infinity. Thus this function has separable range. Hence by the remark in §2,
equation (2) is valid for ju. Thus

FwiE) = ¡jiiEy-x) dfwiy) = -J_£,»($,-»)

<A(y).

Since v -» ji(Fy ~ ') is continuous and U0 is compact the function v -» /x(Fv ~ ') is
uniformly continuous on U0, i.e., given e > 0, there exists a neighbourhood W0 of
e, such that for any x, v G t/0 with xv_1 G IP«, || fu(Fx_1)-ju(Fy_1)|| < e. Cover
U0 with finite number of right translates of W& { WVc,}"_,. Then any W E ty can
be expressed as W = (J T-1 ^> where W^'s are disjoint measurable sets and each
W¡ c WqX^ for some 1 < /V,< n. Now if x G W¡ then x G WqX^ and hence
xx^"1 G If0. Thus for x G W¡, || /í(Fx¿~')-jw(Fx _1)|| < e. Therefore,

»• \iWt)n{Ex¡rl)
XiW)

M¿0"2

m
1
XiW) , = 1 -V,
i

m

1-1

<M?ñl1/J'i(£jc"1)-'i^1)lí/XW
< TT^T
2 / ¿Mx) = £•
X(W) , = • Jw¡
Let F be the finite dimensional linear space generated by { /x(Fxy *))"_ j. Then we
see that for any W E 6¡, there exists aw E Y such that ||Flf^F)-aw,|| < e. Since
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(FwiE): W G ¿D} is bounded, {aw: W G 6H} is a bounded subset of the finite
dimensional linear space Y. Hence [aw: W E 6Ù} is totally bounded and we can
obtain an e-net {aw}™=x in {aw: WE0!)}.
Then it is easy to see that
{FwiE)}T_x
is a 3e-net in {FwiE)\ WE6!)}.
Since e is arbitrary, we can
conclude that {FwiE): W E 6!)} is totally bounded and hence relatively compact
in A. This shows that 'S satisfies condition (4) of Theorem 1.
Thus 'S satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1 and hence 'S is relatively
compact as a subset of LliG, A). Therefore the net {Fw: WE6!)} has a subset
which converges to some F G LliG, A). Let F be any measurable relatively
compact subset of G. Then the corresponding subnet of {F^E):
WE6!)}
converges to FiE). However since F is relatively compact we have F^E) =
i\/XiW))jw
ju(Fy_1) dXiy) as has been already shown. Since F is relatively
compact y -» fi(Fv " ') is continuous. Hence, given e > 0, we can choose a
neighbourhood U of e in G such that for any v G U, || ju.(Fv_l)-/i(F)|| < e. Then

for W c U and for v G W, || fi(Fv_1)-ft(F)||

< e. Therefore for W E and W c

U,
\\FwiE)-piE)\\<

l—fjtiEy-x)-,iiE)}dXiy)

XiW)

<>éñfwHEy~l^mdHy)

Therefore the net {FwiE)\ WE6!)} converges to /i(F). Hence any subnet of it
also converges to jx(F) and thus ju(F) = FiE) for any measurable relatively
compact subset F of G. Since ¡i and F are regular this equality remains valid for all
measurable subsets F of G. Thus p. = F G L\G, A). This completes the proof of
one-half of the theorem.
For the proof of the other half of the theorem, let \i G M(G, A) such that x -» fix
is continuous. Then for any measurable set F c G, x -» /ix(F) = A(x ~~x)niEx) is
continuous. However x -* A(x) is continuous. Therefore, x -» ft(Fx) is continuous.
Hence by Lemmas 1 and 2 we can conclude that for any measurable relatively
compact set F, the functions y -> ju(yE), v-*/i(v_1F),
y-* ju(Fy) and v -*
¡iiEy ~ ') are continuous functions vanishing at infinity.
The rest of the proof is similar to that of the first half of the theorem. Instead of
Fw — r1 * fw we snau have to take Fw —fw * jtt. As before, we shall be able to
prove that 'S = {Fw: WE6!)} c LliG,A). Theorem 2, instead of Theorem 1, will
be used to prove that 'S is relatively compact in LxiG, A) and as before we will be
able to conclude that ¡i E LxiG, A). This completes the proof.
Remark. We feel that there should be a direct proof of the fact that 'S c
LxiG, A). Indeed from Theorem 4 it can be deduced that for any jn G Af(G, A) and
/ G LxiG), fi* f E LxiG, A). This is because x -^ i¡i * f)x = ¡i *fx is continuous.
It will be interesting to have a direct proof of this fact.
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